Simplify and Grow
Your business is growing and you’re
ready to cover new ground, but…

…Your ﬁrst payment gateway
didn’t support the new
payment method you
wanted to oﬀer, so you
had to sign up with a
second gateway…

…Then you needed cross-border
support, so you signed up with
a third…
…Then you needed to
oﬀer subscriptions…

“…Then you needed the
latest eWallet…”

“On average, merchants have 5
gateway processors, 4 acquiring banks,
and accept 6.2 payment methods.”
– Merchant Risk Council 1

Somewhere along the line, someone
convinced businesses that oﬀering ﬂexible
global e-commerce means connecting and
managing multiple banks and gateways.

Simplify...
BlueSnap’s All-in-One Payment Platform is
proof that your payments life doesn’t have
to be complicated. Everything you need is
built in.

One account with one contract:
Reduce costs and connect to global
banks without the need to manage
multiple merchant vendors, contracts,
or relationships.

One dashboard:
Get a consolidated and
consistent view of all
your payment activity.
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Platform

One payout:
Simplify accounting
operations with one
account to reconcile.

One integration:
Minimize development resources in
managing multiple integrations—plus,
we take care of keeping the payment
stack up-to-date.

...And Grow
In addition to making your payments life
easier, BlueSnap’s powerful platform delivers
a scalable payment model that drives higher
customer satisfaction and business growth.
110 Payment Types
and eWallets Built-In:
There’s no need for a specialized
gateway when you can get more
than 110 payment methods and
eWallets from a single connection
to BlueSnap.

Global Banking Partnerships:
We oﬀer access to 30 global banks,
100 shopper currencies and 13
payout currencies.

Intelligent Routing:
One connection to the Platform
provides automatic transaction
routing to the appropriate bank for
your shopper, plus fail-overs and
subscription retries to assure
maximum success rates.

Accept More Payments:
BlueSnap gives you exceptional
payment ﬂexibility, including online
and mobile checkout, marketplace
functionality, subscriptions, invoice
payments and manual orders via a
virtual terminal.

...And Grow
A comprehensive
fraud and risk
management
stack to protect
sales.

Built-in
chargeback
management to
help recover lost
revenue.

Rich and ﬂexible
reporting data to
gain valuable
insights about
your business.

A ﬂexible
architecture to
easily add future
checkout
capabilities.

Is your payment system costing you
more than it should? Download our free
Workbook for Online Businesses to ﬁnd out.

bluesnap.com

Easy integration
with hundreds
of business
platforms.

